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BEFORE THE PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION OF THE 

STATE OF CALIFORNIA 

Order Instituting Rulemaking to Integrate and 
Refine Procurement Policies and Consider Long-
Term Procurement Plans. 

)
)
) 

R.12-03-014 
(Filed March 22, 2012) 

MOTION OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA EDISON COMPANY (U 338-E) TO STRIKE 

PORTIONS OF THE REPLY TESTIMONY CALIFORNIA COGENERATION 

COUNCIL AND VOTE SOLAR INITIATIVE 

Pursuant to Rule 11.1 of the California Public Utilities Commission’s (“Commission”) 

Rules of Practice and Procedure, Southern California Edison Company (“SCE”) hereby files an 

expedited motion to strike a portion of the prepared written reply testimonies of R. Thomas 

Beach on behalf of The California Cogeneration Council ("CCC") and Eric Gimon on behalf of 

the Vote Solar Initiative ("VSI") on the grounds that (1) CCC and VSI inappropriately introduce, 

for the first time in this proceeding, a new Preferred Resources LCR Mechanism ("PRLM") 

proposal in their reply testimonies, and (2) the PRLM is not responsive to any parties' opening 

testimony or the Assigned Commissioner's Ruling, dated March 22, 2012 ("ACR").  In addition, 

CCC's proposal to increase the location bonus for Combined Heat and Power ("CHP") has been 

thoroughly litigated in Rulemaking (R.) 08-06-024 and is therefore outside the scope of this 

proceeding.  

In the alternative, if the Commission does not grant SCE's motion to strike CCC's reply 

testimony and VSI's reply testimony as identified in Attachment A, SCE requests that it be 

allowed to serve a sur-rebuttal to the reply testimony of CCC and VSI by August 7, 2012.    
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I. 

THE COMMISSION SHOULD STRIKE CCC'S AND VSI'S REPLY TESTIMONY 

BECAUSE IT DOES NOT RESPOND TO ANY PARTIES' OPENING TESTIMONY. 

As Administrative Law Judge David Gamson ("ALJ Gamson") stated at the July 9, 2012 

prehearing conference in this proceeding, "the purpose of reply testimony is to take what other 

parties have said in their testimony and to respond to it.  It is not generally to put forth new 

information."1       

Despite ALJ Gamson's clear instructions, both CCC and VSI put forth new information 

in their reply testimonies that go beyond responding to other parties' opening testimony.  For the 

first time in this proceeding, CCC and VSI propose that the Commission consider the PRLM as 

an alternative to an all source RFO.2     

VSI presents this proposal in response to TURN's opening testimony that "request for 

offers (RFOs) 'should also solicit non-fossil alternatives…'"3  However, the PRLM does not 

respond to TURN's opening testimony.  TURN's opening testimony simply states that the RFO 

should include non-fossil alternatives.  VSI dedicates over two pages of testimony on why an all 

source RFO is not the proper mechanism for LCR procurement.4  Those two pages of testimony 

are responsive to TURN's opening testimony.  However, the PRLM proposal following those 

two pages of testimony goes beyond the scope of TURN's opening testimony by presenting a 

completely new proposal that no party has previously discussed in its opening testimony.   

CCC states that its reply testimony responds to the opening testimony of a number of 

other parties, including SCE.5  However, CCC does not identify which party's testimony the 

PRLM is responsive to.   

                                                 

1  July 9, 2012 Prehearing Conference Transcript, p. 165. 
2  CCC's Reply Testimony, p. 7-16; VSI's Reply Testimony, p. 4-10. 
3  VSI's Reply Testimony, p. 2. 
4  VSI's Reply Testimony, pp. 2-4.   
5  CCC's Reply Testimony, p. 1.  
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SCE would be prejudiced if the Commission permits VSI and CCC to introduce the new 

PRLM proposal in their reply testimonies.  SCE did not have an opportunity to analyze the 

PRLM proposal prior to CCC and VSI serving their reply testimonies and does not presently 

have the opportunity to provide rebuttal testimony to the PRLM proposal.  Further, both VSI and 

CCC acknowledge that developing a mechanism that accurately compares all resources is an 

ambitious goal for the accelerated schedule in Track I of this proceeding.6  Therefore, even if 

SCE is granted an opportunity to present a sur-rebuttal, SCE will still be prejudiced by having 

less time to analyze and prepare a sur-rebuttal to an ambitious proposal of this nature.     

For the foregoing reasons, SCE respectfully requests that the Commission strike the 

following portions of CCC's reply testimony and VSI's reply testimony as not properly 

responding to other parties' opening testimony and inappropriately introducing new evidence for 

the first time in their reply testimonies:   

1.  VSI's Reply Testimony, page 4, line 26 through page 10, line 25 and  

2.  CCC's Reply Testimony, page 7, line 1 through page 16, line 21, as both are identified 

in Attachment A. 

II. 

THE COMMISSION SHOULD STRIKE CCC'S REPLY TESTIMONY AND VSI'S 

TESTIMONY BECAUSE IT DOES NOT PROPERLY RESPOND TO THE ACR. 

CCC's and VSI's PRLM proposal also goes beyond the scope of topics identified in the 

ACR.  The ACR provides that "[t]o the extent that [the issues identified in the ACR] can be 

addressed by responding to parties' Opening Testimony through Reply Testimony, please do so 

                                                 

6  CCC's Reply Testimony, p. 6; and VSI's Reply Testimony, p. 5. 
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to the extent possible."7  The ACR does not grant the parties the ability to introduce new 

proposals in their reply testimony.8   

Both CCC and VSI propose the PRLM in response to topic #3 of the ACR.9  Topic # 3 of 

the ACR states:   

In the past, the Commission has allowed all source Request for 
Offers (RFOs) for incremental resources in which any type of 
resource could compete to fill an identified need. What barriers 
may currently exist to ensuring effective all source RFOs? What 
specific performance characteristics should be accounted for in this 
RFO to effectively enable the participation of non-traditional 
resources like energy storage, demand response and distributed 
generation? Would the Commission need to be specific about the 
characteristics of the resources needed to meet the need (e.g., 
minimum hours of availability required to meet local reliability 
needs)? If so, what characteristics should the Commission require? 

However, the PRLM does not directly answer any of the questions presented in topic #3 

of the ACR, which relates to the effectiveness of an all source RFO.  The PRLM does not 

explain the barriers to an effective RFO nor does it advise the Commission how to improve the 

RFO to incorporate non-traditional resources.  Instead, the PRLM is a completely new 

alternative proposal to the RFO.  Therefore, the PRLM proposal goes beyond the scope of topic 

#3 of the ACR.   

Moreover, as stated above, SCE did not have an opportunity to analyze the accuracy of 

the PRLM proposal prior to CCC and VSI serving their reply testimonies and does not have a 

fair opportunity to provide reply testimony to the PRLM proposal.  As a result, it is prejudicial to 

SCE to allow CCC and VSI to introduce the PRLM proposal for the first time in their reply 

testimonies because SCE does not have a fair opportunity to respond.  

                                                 

7  ACR, p. 2. 
8  Also, in the description column of the ACR found on the Commission's online Docket Card for this proceeding, 

the Commission instructed, "To the extent the issues delineated in this Ruling were addressed in Opening 
Testimony by parties other than the ISO, parties (including ISO) shall provide further detail and 
recommendations on these issues in their witnesses' July 23, 2012 Reply Testimony. Parties' witnesses shall be 
prepared to answer questions from the bench on these topics during hearings." 

9  CCC's Reply Testimony, pp. 2 and 5-6; VSI's Reply Testimony, pp. 2 and 4-5 
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As a result, SCE respectfully requests that the Commission strike the following portions 

of CCC's reply testimony and VSI's reply testimony as not properly responding to other parties' 

opening testimony and inappropriately introduces new evidence for the first time in their reply 

testimonies:   

1.  VSI's Reply Testimony, page 4, line 26 through page 10, line 25; and  

2.  CCC's Reply Testimony, page 7, line 1 through page 16, line 21, as both are identified 

in Attachment A. 

III. 

THE COMMISSION SHOULD STRIKE CCC'S PROPOSAL TO INCREASE THE 

LOCATION BONUS FOR CHP RESOURCES AS BEING OUTSIDE THE SCOPE OF 

THIS PROCEEDING.  

The Order Instituting Rulemaking No. 12-03-014, dated March 22, 2012 (“OIR”) the 

Commission recognized that the LTPP as an "umbrella proceeding, may attract 'forum shopping' 

proposals from parties that have had their ideas rejected, or have yet to be considered, in other 

proceedings."  (OIR, pp. 10-11.)  As a result, the Commission adopted a scoping standard 

defining the issues that are "legitimately in the scope of this proceeding."  (OIR, p. 11.)  

In its reply testimony, CCC proposes that the Commission increase the location bonus for 

CHP projects from 10% to 15% in the L.A. Basin and 20% in the western L.A. Basin.10  The 

issue of locational bonuses for CHP projects has been thoroughly litigated in the AB 1613 

proceeding (R.08-06-024).  In R.08-06-024, the Commission authorized the 10% location bonus 

for qualifying CHP projects in D.09-12-042 and reaffirmed the 10% location bonus in D.11-04-

033.  CCC was a party to that proceeding.  R.08-06-024 has since closed and the time to file a 

petition for modification has elapsed.  CCC cannot now attempt to circumvent Commission rules 

and re-litigate the location bonus for CHP projects in this proceeding.  CCC is attempting to do 

                                                 

10  CCC's Reply Testimony, p. 31.  
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exactly what the Commission intended to prevent in this proceeding, re-litigating an issue that 

has already been litigated in another proceeding.   

  Therefore, SCE respectfully requests that the Commission strike the following portions 

of CCC's reply testimony as not properly within the scope of this proceeding:  Page 14, line 6 

through page 16, line 21, as identified in Attachment A. 

IV. 

CONCLUSION 

For the reasons set forth above, SCE requests that the Commission strike CCC's reply 

testimony and VSI's reply testimony as identified in Attachment A.  In the alternative, should the 

Commission choose not to strike CCC's reply testimony and VSI's reply testimony as identified 

in Attachment A, the Commission should grant SCE the opportunity to serve sur-rebuttal 

testimony by August 7, 2012. 

Respectfully submitted, 
 
JENNIFER TSAO SHIGEKAWA 
CAROL A. SCHMID-FRAZEE 
 

/s/ Carol A. Schmid-Frazee 
By: Carol A. Schmid-Frazee 

Attorneys for 
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA EDISON COMPANY 

2244 Walnut Grove Avenue 
Post Office Box 800 
Rosemead, California  91770 
Telephone: (626) 302-1337 
Facsimile: (626) 302-1935 
E-mail:Carol.SchmidFrazee@sce.com 

July 31, 2012 
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